Hansel And Gretel Vocal Score (Dover Vocal Scores)
An instant and overwhelming success upon its first performance in 1893, Hänsel and Gretel has captivated audiences of all ages ever since. Engelbert Humperdinck combined the simplicity of German folk tunes with the sophistication of Wagnerian technique in a fairy-tale opera, based on the story by the Brothers Grimm. Richard Strauss, who conducted the premiere, proclaimed it "a masterpiece of the highest quality." Broadcast from Covent Garden in 1923, it was the first complete opera ever aired on radio, and eight years later it was the first to be transmitted live from the Metropolitan Opera. This authoritative vocal score of the popular work contains a complete piano reduction of the score and an English singing translation of the text.
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**Customer Reviews**

If you are looking for a more accurate translation, this edition is not for you!

Good score... the English translation is not bad.

Is not clear that the Vocal Score have the text only in English. (Without the original Language: German) Thank you.

An ordinary DOVER Editions Vocal Score, but.... there is NO original German Text... Only the
English translation...The description says: "This authoritative vocal score contains a complete piano reduction of the score and an English singing translation of the text" I find this to be unclear as to whether or not there is (as in many other scores) both the Original text and Translation...
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